Read with Pride

1. Memorial
   Bryan Washington
   Author of Lot

2. Black Leopard, Red Wolf
   Marlon James
   New York Times Bestseller

3. Speak No Evil
   Iweala
   Author of Beasts of No Nation

4. Something to Talk About
   Meryl Wilsner
   A novel

5. Detransition, Baby
   Torrey Peters
   National Bestseller

6. Patsy
   Nicole Dennis-Benn
   Author of Here Comes the Sun

7. Less
   Andrew Sean Greer
   National Bestseller

8. Written in the Stars
   Alexandria Belieu
   In this relationship, just do it for me

9. On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
   Ocean Vuong
   A Novel

10. Plain Bad Heroines
    Emily M. Danforth
    With illustrations by Lisa｡

11. Days Without End
    Sebastian Barry
    A Novel

12. [Image of another book]